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Prove you are not a robot.Q: How do I get a list of
all the methods of an object that start with a

certain prefix? I'm doing some refactoring where I
need to find all methods of class that start with a
certain prefix: import java.lang.reflect.Method;

import java.lang.reflect.Modifier; import
java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetException;

public class Example { public static void
main(String[] args) throws Exception { try { /* *

I'm finding a method here that starts with "test" */
Class[] classes =

Example.class.getDeclaredClasses(); Class clazz =
classes[0]; Method method =

clazz.getDeclaredMethod("test", "()V");
method.invoke(null); // Just needed to get things
running /* * Now I want to find all the methods
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that start with "test" * What I really want is a set
of some kind of "CallerSensitive" * Collection */

Class[] methods = clazz.getMethods(); /*
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